WHITE OBJECTS DRAWING

graphite on paper

12” x 20”

completed: winter 2017
BIRD’S EYE DRAWING

color pencil on black paper

13” x 15”

completed: winter 2017
COLOR STUDY PAINTING

acrylic paint on card stock

9” x 12”

completed: winter 2018

Assignment requiring three color schemes to be incorporated into the same image. This image shows monochromatic, triadic, and split complementary color schemes.
LANDSCAPE PAINTING

oil paint on canvas

11.5" x 7.5"

completed: spring 2018
The assignment was to use the reduction print method to create an image that contained at least three different colors. In this image I compare and contrast the gender biased taboo of showing one’s nipples in public.
SPARE A SQUARE

linocut print
9” x 9”
completed: spring 2018
COUCH FOUNDATION SKETCHES

View of couch base without top and cushions. Base is in open and locked position.

Base collapses into an easy to move size and shape.

Inside base beams are ledges for the top board to rest upon.

View of opened top board that also serves as storage space.

View of the closed top board, set inside baseboards.

Various sizes under 8"x11"

Graphite on paper

Completed: Autumn 2018
MEDIA SHELVING UNIT

made from:
stained Wood
screws
wood glue
brass piping

28”w X 64”h x 16”d

completed: june 2018

Both images are cropped using Photoshop
COLLAPSIBLE CLOSET

made from:

- wood
- metal screws
- metal hinges
- metal locks
- metal hooks
- metal wire
- cloth

6’T x 2’W x 2’D
(when fully erect)

completed:
september 2018

Image below: Closet is shown fully collapsed, in transportable state with clothing rod and curtain tucked away inside. (Image cropped with Photoshop)
COLLAPSIBLE CLOSET (2)

Image Above: Closet is shown fully collapsed and without top cover to fully show the collapsed legs and the closet rod holders. (Image cropped with Photoshop)

Image to the right: Closet is shown mid assembly to display how legs bend from collapsed state to fully erect state. (Image cropped with Photoshop)
COLLAPSIBLE CLOSET (3)

Closet is shown here fully erect and locked into standing position. Magnified images show hinges used to collapse closet and locks used to keep closet in standing position. (All images cropped with Photoshop)
COLLAPSIBLE CLOSET (4)

Closet and curtain are shown here fully assembled and complete. Magnified images are used to show how curtain is adhered to closet. Curtain is also shown open and closed. (All images cropped using Photoshop)